
Live Better. Work Better. Be Active.

The all new ActivDesk.
Smarter. Safer. Beautiful.

Our best desk yet.

* Subject to terms and conditions.

lifting 
system

warranty

5
year

aluminium 
framework 
warranty

10
year

* *



Effortlessly beautiful.

Science. It’s an art.

Stunning. Inside and out.

Software control made simple.

Compatible with Mac and Windows, 
LINAK© software control gives you 
the flexibility of operating your desk 

via your computer.

This software allows you to
easily set goals, set up alerts,

track time spent standing, 
save your preset heights and 

export all your hard earnt data 
to Excel for recording.

Utlising proven inline linear actuator 
technology,  the ActivDesk is equipped 
with one of the world’s leading actua-

tor products, brought to you by industry 
leader, LINAK©. 

Hidden inside the sleek outer casing is a 
maintenance free, microprocessor con-
trolled lifting system featuring powerful 

integrated 18V DC motors.

Invisible gliding pads and synchronous 
drive of the middle profile ensure a low 
pleasant noise level while in operation 

and the inbuilt anti-collision technol-
ogy of PIEZO® ensures you and your 

equipment remain safe at all times.

Powdercoated legs, base and bench top 
gives your bench the style and sophistica-

tion it deserves. A front chamfered edge 
and radiused corners create a modern 

bench top look without the join edge as-
sociated with laminates.

All this ensures your desk sits proudly out 
from the pack and is always showing off its 

good side.
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Welcome back Custom.

Retrofit your desk.

Expandable Framework.

Built to order and made to last, the 
ActivDesk is fully customisable. 

A plethora of customisable options, 
from size and colour to shape and lift 
capacity, ensures that your ActivDesk 

suits your specific needs and style. 

Not sold on the chamfer, take it out. 
Need a higher lifting capacity, we’ll add 
in another leg. Want different colours, 

just ask.  The powdercoated bench top 
and customised framework ensures 

the you get what you want they way 
you’ve always wanted.

Do you love your old desk but you’re 
concerned about how much time you 

spend sitting at your fixed height desk?

Utilising the all aluminum framework 
and proven lifting actuator technol-

ogy available with the ActivDesk, the 
retrofit kit package we have available 

ensures that you can keep your existing 
bench and style that you love, without 

the compromise and heartache.

Simply tell us what your bench size 
is and we’ll do the rest. Simple, cost 
effective height adjustment is just a 

heartbeat away.

We ship you the lifting kit, the legs and 
our framework and you do the rest.

Whether you’ve got a home office or 
an office across town, we ship directly 
to you with instructions on assembly.

No more excuses, it’s time you put you 
and your health first.
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Accessorise, your way.“We simply need to 
move more... ”

“...a few minutes 

each hour... ”

ActivDesk has a wide selection of acces-
sories designed to compliment and tidy 

up your desk. 

Whether its a monitor arm with inter-
changeable insert colours and inbuilt 

cable management to free up some of 
the clutter,  or a power board to ensure 
that all the leads terminate underneath 
the bench top, or some cable manage-
ment clips to ensure that each cable is 

run properly and hidden away, we’ve got 
you covered.

Each accessory is designed to keep all 
your cables and technology under control 
and minimise mess. Our goal is to ensure 

that the only lead you have hanging off 
your desk is one mains cable.

With that goal in mind, we think your 
biggest concern should be deciding what 

colour you’d like your legs to be and 
where you think it would look best in 

your space.

The spine provides essential protection and aids the supply of 
nutrients to vital internal organs. Even the slightest decrease in 

functionality can cause damage to our body’s complex bio-
sphere. 

Improper spinal alignment caused by poor posture can block 
our digestive system, affect our happiness, decrease positive 

brain function, increase stress and constrict blood vessels and 
nerves. It’s no wonder we are constantly being bombarded 

with recommendations to keep moving.

As kids we unknowingly take care of our backs. We are con-
stantly on the move, shifting from one position to another. We 
don’t sit down in the same position every single day, we aren’t 

hunched over staring at budgets or invoices. We are learning 
to walk and run and our brains are working overtime to think 

of new ways to push our spines, not just taking it or the rest of 
our bodies abilities for granted.

Without constant movement and regular exercise, our spine 
can become accustomed to a lack of motion and begin to 

develop subluxations, slipped discs, sore muscles and incorrect 
spinal curvature. If left untreated, the body will begin to adapt 

to its new deteriorated conditions and can cause permanent 
damage.

Sufferers of regular and chronic back pain require quality ergo-
nomic workplace solutions to help them manage and combat 

the negative effects bad sitting posture has on their health. 
Correcting posture has been proved to help minimise pain and 

contribute to a happier, healthier lifestyle.

People who have healthy backs however are often unaware of 
the dangers unhealthy sitting habits can have on their spine-

and the long term risks it poses, with up to 80% of Australians 
experiencing back pain at some point in their lives.
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Live Better. Work Better. Be Active

AME System Pty Ltd ( ActivDesk )
Unit 3 / 4 Garden Road
Clayton VIC 3168
( 03 ) 9574 8044
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